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Abstract— Generally we drive the four wheeler automobiles 

by using clutch, brake and race. The vehicle is derived and 

controlled perfectly by using required combination of all 

these three. To change the gear instantly the clutch is pressed 

to disengage the driven shaft to the drive shaft. But here all 

these three clutch, brake and race are controlled separate 

pedals again and again. It makes the driving task laborious 

and critical. If we engage the clutch and race both together 

and drive them by using single pedal then it will be less 

laborious and easy also. Here a concept will be used that when 

the pedal is pressed down 5% the clutch will be engaged and 

on further pressing the race will work with the present 

condition of engaged gear and when the force is released from 

the pedal, this pedal comes back in original position, the 

clutch is disengaged. At that time we can change the gear. 

And again when the pedal is pressed down the clutch will be 

engaged and race will work also with changed gear. Hence by 

providing this improvement only two pedals will be required 

to drive and control the four wheeler automobiles as brake 

pedal and clutch – race pedal. For safety a extra hand lever 

will be required to disengage the clutch in locking or not 

working condition of the foot clutch, which is fixed just side 

to the emergency brake lever. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

At present time we are busy to do work fastely and easily, for 

this our travelling and transportation both have big 

importance. In other words we can say that we have required 

such type four wheeler automobile vehicles which may run 

fastely and easily. It is possible by providing such type 

change in automobiles and we can save a lot of time and 

energy which is wasted in present type driving. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Methodology related to the effect on driving by providing 

this change –  

It is generally seen that the vehicle controlling makes the 

diving easy or tough. Simply the driving becomes easy and 

effective if less no. of mechanisms are used to control the 

vehicle. Mathematically we see that the 100% foot work is 

divided and provided over the three pedals but by providing 

this change the 100% foot work is divided and provided over 

the two pedals only. It makes the vehicle controlling easy and 

more effective because the extra work is released and foot 

pedal work becomes some easy. 

 
 According fig.(A) it is clear that the right side foot 

is moved again and again frequently between brake pedal and 

race pedal while the left foot remains over the clutch pedal 

mostly. The frequent movement of right foot between brake 

and race becomes very critical sometimes if the vehicle is 

running at rush area or where the traffic is dense or if the 

obstacle is appeared suddenly on the way. Sometimes it 

becomes the cause of an accident. Besides it according the 

fig.(B) it is clear that the right side foot remains over the 

clutch – race pedal only because the clutch and race both are 

engaged together. By this the extra and critical movement of 

right side foot is prevented permanently and due to this it 

becomes easy to drive and control the vehicle in traffic area. 

B. Methodology related to the effect over the mileage of 

vehicle – 

It is clear that by using such type improvement the controlling 

of vehicle becomes easy and effective and the extra time 

wastage in handling the pedal is reduced sufficiently. By this 

the speed is maintained as required accurately, fuel is 

consumed accurately according the speed requirement. At 

traffic area it becomes very effective and it effects the mileage 

of vehicle. Means the mileage of vehicle will be improved 

sufficiently. 

C. Methodology related to the safety option due to this 

improvement – 

Here the clutch and race both are engaged together with a 

common pedal. The clutch is disconnected when the pedal 

comes in original position and connected when we just press 

the pedal down. Here the clutch should work properly to drive 

the vehicle perfectly.  
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 Here we will provide only 5% press range to the 

clutch and 95% press range to the race. If due to any reason 

the clutch doesn’t work, a separate lever should be fixed just 

near side to the emergency brake lever to activate the clutch 

as fig.(C). It is also named as emergency clutch lever. 

D. Methodology related to the perfect engagement of both 

the clutch and race and their perfect controlling – 

 

 
For perfect engagement of clutch and race and for perfect 

working of both together a special type mechanism is 

provided like fig.(D). Further according fig.(E) when at 

starting we press the race pedal first the inner cylinder pulled 

out and softer spring is also pulled out and clutch is engaged 

perfectly. Further when the race pedal is pressed more the 

race becomes active. Here the harder spring is pulled out. 

Here the spring used at clutch side is some softer than the 

spring used at race side to handle or control the clutch more 

easily. 

 

III. ANALYSIS  

A. Analysis related to effect on efficiency improved – 

By providing this change the efficiency of the vehicle is 

improved sufficiently because the wastage of output energy 

is reduced sufficiently. Besides it by providing this change 

fuel consumption per distance travelled is also reduced 

sufficiently.  

 Analysis related to the design of engagement system 

of clutch and race The design of engagement system is very 

important, so it should be designed by using hard and tough 

components. Besides the springs used in engagement system 

should be designed in such a way that there is no much 

difference between previous drive of race and this improved 

drive of race. Means this improved drive should be smooth 

also. 

B. Analysis related to the improvement on motion of body 

organs at driving time of the vehicle – 

To understand it clearly let an example of a vehicle which is 

running  very fast over the national highway and suddenly a 

animal comes in front of the vehicle at 100 meter distance. 

Now here according the present drive the driver takes some 

brake fastely and randomly and then press clutch and put 

down the gear. Here the driver pushes the brake and clutch 

one by one very fastely. By this the controlling of vehicle 

becomes very hard and difficult as given in fig.(A). On the 

other hand if the race and clutch both are merged together, it 

becomes some easy to control the vehicle as given fig.(B). 

 Now to understand it clearly let a comparison study 

over the previous drive and improved drive and takes the 

steps which are followed by the driver to stop the vehicle 

suddenly. The drives comparison is given in fig.(F). 

 
Fig. (F) 
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 Here it is clear that the steps used to control the 

vehicle in improved drive are reduced by 50% in comparison 

with the previous drive. 

IV. CONCLUSION  

Hence we can say that by providing this change in the driving 

system it becomes easier to handle the vehicle.  
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